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I a l)erive an expression for hoop and radial stresses across thickness of the thick 6M
cylinder.
A compound oylinder is rnade by shrinking a cylinder of external diameter 300 mm
zurcl internal diarneter of 250 1nm over another cylinder of external diameter 250 mrn
arcl internal diameter 200 mm. The radial pressure at the jr-rnction after shrinking is 8
Nimm2 . Find the final stresses set up across the section, when the cornpourrd
cylir-rder is subjected to an internal fluid pressLlre of 84.5 N/mm2

OR
A thin cylindrical shell with lbllowing dimensions is filled with a liquid -atmosplreric pressLrre Length :7.2 m, external diameter :20 cm, thickness of metal :
8 mm. F-incl the value of the pressLrre exerled by the liquid on the walls of the cylinder
and the-op stress induced if an additional volume of25 cm3 of liquid is pumped into
tlre cylinder.-Take E :2,1 x 105 N/mm2 and Poisson's ratio : 0.33.
A steel cylinder of 300 mm erternal diameter is to be shrunk to another steel cylinder
o1' 15Ct nmt internal diameter. Aller shrinking, the diameter at the junction is 250 nini
arrd radial pressure at the common junction is 28 Nrmm2 . Find the original diff-erence
in radii at the.iunction. Take E : 2 x 105 N/mm2 .
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Explain maximum principal strain theory
Determine the diarneter of a bolt rvhich is subjected to an axial pull of 9 kN together
with a trarsverse shear force of 4.5 kN using : (i) ir{aximum principal stress theory.
(ii) N,laxirnurn principal strain theory. Given the elastic limit in tension :225 N/mrn2,
Iactor of safety: 3 and Poisson's ratio : 0.3.

OR
Explain maximum strain energ)/ theory
A cylir-rdrical shell macle of mild steel plate and, 72m in diameter is to be subjected to
atr itrternal pressure of 1.5 MN /m2. If the material yields at200 MN m2, calculate the
thickness of the plate on the basis ,rf the following tlu'ee theories, assuming a factor of
sal'ety 3 in each case : (i) Maximurn principal stress theory, (ii) Maximum shear stress
theorl, (iii) Maximum shear strain eneglheoq

luNrT-rlll
a State tlie difference between twisting moment and bending moment.
b Define Polar modulus, Torsional rigidity.

OR
a ln a torsion test, the specimen is a hollow shaft rn,ith 50 mm external and 30 rnm

internal diatneter, An applied torque of 1,6 kN-m is lound to produce an angular twist
of 0,4'measured on a length of 0.2 m of the shaft. Ihe Young's modulus of elasticity
obtained fiom a tensile test has been tbund to be 200 GPa. Find the values of

(i)Modulrs of rigidity (ii) Poisson's ratio
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A hollow steel rod 200 nln long is to be used as torsional spring. 'l'hc ratio of insic'lc 6M
to outside diameter is 1 : 2.The required stiffiress of this spring is l00N.miclegrec.
Determine the outside diameter of the rod. Value of G is 8 x 1 04 N/trrm2.

8a

State advantages offixed ends or fixed supports. 6M
A fixed beam AB of length 3 m is l-raving moment of inertia I : 3 x l,J6 mm4. l-he 6M
support B sinks down by 3 mm. If E:2 x 108 N/nln2, find the fixing molnetlts.

OR
A fixed beam AB of lengtli 3 m carries a point load of 45 kN at a distance ol'? in 6M
from A. If the flexural rigidity (i.e., EI) of the beam is 1 x 104 kNm2, Ceternrine : (i)
Fixed end moments at A and B, (ii) Deflection under the load. (iii) Maximunr
deflection, and (iv) Position of maximum deflection.
Derive Clapeyron's Equation of three Moments. 6M

Define curved beam and write a note on stresses generatcd in curved bcams,
Calculate the stresses in curved beams and state the assumptions madc in the anaiysis
of curved beams.

a Explain the impofiance of circular
symmetrically placed columns.

loaded uniformly and supportcd on 6M

b Explain the importance of simply supported on three supports equally spaced. 6M
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